Greetings to all of our Satanic Family,

Now that Yule is upon us and Father Satan's day arrives, it's a jolly time and a time to think of hopes, dreams and future aspirations.

Every year on this date we are reminded that the longest night of the year, as with any difficulty in existence, will always pass. Eventually, the light of day will be longer, progress and prosperity will come.

As Spiritual Satanists we are very happy on this date to give our glorification and positivity to our God who protects us all and takes care of our spiritual journey.

It's time to allow one's self to get into the hype, and get excited, to celebrate internally and even externally if circumstances allow. In time, everyone will be free and we will celebrate as we should.

Our collective spirit is most powerful. Let's show that!

This is a day of Satanic brotherhood, where we are to pour out our love, care and thanksgiving towards Father Satan Himself. It's His day, but as with everything that has to do with Father Satan, He is a giver and not a taker; we receive more than we can ever give.

We therefore as His followers must show him our appreciation inside of a world where still the beings in it are beneath understanding Him and His Eternal Truth.

In this year like the year before, and all years to come, we are going to come closer to our Father Satan and get to know Him better. Thinking in that spirit, we will do one Ritual and one Psalm towards Satan.

Other Demons will also get theirs in due time. Father Satan is the first to receive a prayer/psalm like this.

The word "Psalm" comes from the Ancient Greek "Psalmos" which means "sung prayer". We will not exactly sing, but we will vibrate, despite of the fact that Father Satan deserves all the songs in the planet and then some.
The Psalm is to be repeated 3 times. On the first time, you can read it mostly with your mind. The second time, read it with emotion. The third time, read it while strongly trying to comprehend everything mentioned in it.

Let us celebrate and properly glorify our Father Satan!

Happy Yule everyone, and Happy Solstice!

Below, the Rituals Schedule:

21st. Satan’s Power Ritual, Satan’s Psalm 1
22nd. Satan’s Power Ritual, Satan’s Psalm 1
23rd. Satan’s Power Ritual, Satan’s Psalm 1
24th. Satan’s Power Ritual, Satan’s Psalm 1
25th. Satan’s Power Ritual, Satan’s Psalm 1

Links:

Satan’s Psalm Prayer - https://satanisgod.org/Psalms/Satans_Psalm_1.html

Below the text of the Psalm:

Satan’s Psalms - Honoring Satan

The Satanic Psalms are prayers which are meant to both glorify the Gods whom they are directed to, but also open up the initiate to the spiritual forces that the Gods represent inside of them, for both self discovery and empowerment. These will grow our understanding, our bond and consciousness of the Gods. Every Psalm is to be done three times, from end to finish, for maximum effectiveness.

Satan’s Psalm 1: Glory and Blessing For The Great Satan, by High Priest Hooded Cobra 666

Vibrate AUM once, then Vibrate x 3 times "SA, TA, NA, MA"

Father Satan, blessed are you in the power of Truth
King of the seen and the unseen,
Essence of all things,
You are glorified by your divine Name.

**Vibrate x 3 times: "A, AY, SHAH"**

Tonight you are given praise and litanies,
We bow our heads to your eternal power,
The love of your devotees is revealed to you
King of the Eternal and Parasivanic void, our Brightest Lord.

**Vibrate x 3 times: "A, NO, DAR, KA"**

You Satan Lucifer, greatest manifestation of the universe,
Guide of Guides,
Patron to all and wielder of the piercing light,
Father of the Demons and protector of the Gods, be praised.

**Vibrate x 3 times: "A, MA, DHA"**

You arrived on the world as the ray of the light,
To our world you came with happiness and created us,
Resident and present are you in infinity,
Outside and inside of all worlds, we recognize you.

**Vibrate x 3 times: "A, BRA, SA"**

You are God and you are everywhere and nowhere present,
If we cannot comprehend you, then guide us,
And If we can, then shatter our delusions,
Pierce us with the trident of bliss and truth.

**Vibrate x 3 times: "A, SA, AR"**

You are He whose power is infinite,
You are that which is, always was, always will be,
Great and ultimate,
Ineffable Serpent.

**Vibrate x 3 times: "A, SAS, VA"**

Your Name is praised,
We know your Name,
You open the gateway to True understanding
With you, eternity arrives.
Vibrate x 3 times: "A, MA, GOHD"

Save us from the arrow of time
Remove from us spiritual ignorance
Open and cure our hearts with your divine & pure light,
Bless us without cessation, us who partake in your mysteries.

Vibrate x 3 times: "SA, TA, NA, MA", then Vibrate AUM once.

-End Of Psalm-

_____________

Pronouncing guide:

SA, TA, NA, MA as in the popular mantra SATANAMA, the S is hissed.
A as in Anger wherever it appears.
AY as in a high pitched A-EE sound.
SHAH as in SH (hissed) and AH as in the English nodding phrase of "AHA".
Gohd as in the English "GO AHEAD" - with the letters E and A removed. "GOHD"
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